Two Offices Unopposed in Elections

For the second time in three years, the office of president of the SGA is uncontested.

With the slate of candidates for the upcoming elections established, Agnes Kettyles, a junior history major and who served this year as an ex-officio member of all SGA committees and chairman of the constitutional revision committee. Last year, Agnes was a representative on the student affairs committee and served as chairman of the women’s conference.

Fifteen Point Platform

Agnes will campaign on a fifteen point platform. Included in the platform is a thorough investigation of the advantages of remaining in the Southern Universities Student Government Association (SUSCA), proposal to form an organization composed of the colleges and universities in the area to meet to discuss problems. Agnes proposes that a new student organization of Women’s Conference by asking for a larger budget, or having the administration make non-student SGA members to coordinate the conference.

Agnes hopes to establish a public relations between the student government, the students and the school paper in order to improve communications between students and the SGA. She plans to continue the newly established policy of holding the annual coronation hall off campus.

She wants to establish better communications with the students by setting up an SGA bulletin board and possibly meeting with class presidents regularly.

Vice Presidential Candidates

Two students are seeking the office of SGA vice president: sophomore Patricia DuBeck and Zina Antoskow.

Pat, an English major, has served as a SGA representative for the past two years. She is co-chairman of the women’s conference and a member of the constitutional revision committee. She is running on a platform based on communications. Pat hopes to establish a newsletter of SGA activities to be distributed to students.

Zina Antoskow, an English major, is also seeking the office of SGA vice president. She is present by serving as a sophomore class senator and chairman of the student affairs committee. Zina’s platform includes a proposal for a vice president to serve as a communication link between the government and the student bodies. Pat hopes to establish a SGA sponsored director of Miami entertainment for the students.

Secretary Unopposed

For the second year in a row, the office of secretary is unopposed. Patrice Butler is the only student running for this office. The present secretary, Alice Jones, ran unopposed last year.

Anne is currently serving as co-chairman of the service committee. She has served as chairman of the student director and the book drive for undergraduates. Anne has been working on communications in her platform. She hopes to better inform the students of the workings of the SGA.

The two candidates for treasurer are: sophomore and sophomore Nancy Mueschke.

(Opposed on Page 2)

Claude Kipnis (left) will perform "Men and Dreams," an original work, with his Mime Theater on Saturday, Mar. 22 at 8:15 p.m. in the Barry Auditorium.

Clad Kipnis appears in Series

"He has been compared to Char- loup Chaplin and he is worthy of the comparison," Claude Kipnis is fresh and unique," said the review, "The New York Times.

Claude Kipnis and his Mime Theater present his original show, "Men and Dreams, Humor and Fantasies." After a performance, as part of the Barry Culture Series, will take place in the auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

Men and Dreams cent on a hobo organ-grinder, Kipnis, who falls into a dream. With a succession of caps, he rem the garments of his life’s experiences in 13 episodes.

Musicians to give Recital

Margie Kitzmiller and Mrs. Dorothy Dresner will be featured vocalists along pianist Maria Haff in the upcoming recital sponsored by the Barry Music Department. Mrs. Dresner, a soprano, will offer a variety of sacred songs and arias by Handel, Dussek, Rorem and Vaughan-Williams. Maria Haff, a Barry sophomore, will include works by Bach, Brahms and Ravel in her piano repertoire. She will conclude the program with the works of the SGA.

The two candidates for treasurer are: sophomore and sophomore Nancy Mueschke.
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The Other America Revisited: Social Author Discusses Poverty, Party Strategy

By Margie Bettendorf

Few people know of Michael Harrington, who died in the years to come: he may prove to be a vital figure in the revolutionary ideas and ideals which we throw at the world.

Chairman of the Socialist Party in the United States, Harrington was elected to that position last July at a national convention. He has been recognized, dues-paying member of the party since 1952. On a recent tour of college campuses, Harrington read some of his poetry and was trying to "stun them into thinking". He has been a vocal critic of the poverty state of the American society and has been one of the most prominent voices advocating an end to poverty.

In this poem, Brother beautifully kept the ears of the audience vividly with the message of his poetry and in doing so, he was trying to instill a sense of urgency among his audience.

To the Editor:

Employment of the Miami Herald's Art Dept. to "Ten Eard Students" to aid a campus grievance became a popular issue of the local community. The students wanted to aid to a diplomatic yet dynamic discussion between them and the administration. They will sent you to a non-profit organization.

Your correspondent will be satisfied with a government that has to with its potential power. Although they may not know you, their disagreement openly, it will be evident in their apathy, their disdainful delusion of government-sponsored projects.

As president you will have few rewards, except the self-satisfaction that you and your government have added needed life to their campuses.

You have pledged in your campaign platform to serve the interests of the students. It is now up to them to make known their demands.

It is now up to you to meet them.

K. M.

Beat Life Influences

Poetry of Lay Brother

Brother Antoninus told his standing-room-only audience, he was trying to "sum them up in his comprehension and awareness." For one hour he did just that and more.

Appearing in the Coleman F. Carroll lecture series, Brother Antoninus, part of the San Francisco Renaissance and the beat movement, read some of his poetry and spoke briefly about the poet's attempt to "touch his audience.

Brother read three of his poems including "The Saga of Love". In this poem, Brother beautifully describes Mary Magdalen as the perfect woman of the perfect era of the history of the human race and completeness of all race.

Movement

Reading the poetry with his whole being, Brother paced back and forth, in the library audio visual room, and used his hands for emphasis and exaggeration. His voice perfectly captured the rhythm and movement of the lines of his poetry.

Despite interruptions because of microphone difficulty and latecomers, Brother beautifully kept his composure and sense of humor throughout the evening. In fact, he used these interruptions to explain to the audience the poet's purpose and meaning of his work. Brother said that a poet tries to awaken his audience, using his poetry as a "grenade which he throws at the audience" in order to accomplish this.

Brother Antoninus' performance was a truly aesthetic experience. He becomes truly engrossed in his poetry. Through his excellent reading, Brother Antoninus is able to convey this wonder to his audience.

Speaking methodically, Harrington outlined his theory of contemporary poverty. Poverty affects two groups. Fifty per cent of the poverty stricken people do not get enough food. The other fifty per cent of the poor are out of the labor market and not earning a tremendous amount of children. According to Harrington, the situation has improved somewhat since 1962 when an all-out poverty war was launched.

Uneven Welfare State

"One thing about the welfare state in America is that it is an utter waste. Too-funds of the poor are not covered by the welfare state at all. Of the one-third who do receive help, the average amount which they receive is fifty per cent of the amount they need," he explained.

Harrington is a purveyor of the income subsidizing theory. He proposes to give the poor an annual minimum income of $6000 for adequate standard of living. The question is how this income should be subsidized. Will this will the incentive to work?

Harrington thinks not. "Being somewhat of a Freudian, he said, "It is my view that man by nature wants to work. That is to say, he wants to change reality—the fact of his existence. If you are increasingly having meaningful work then people will want to work.

How is it possible to help all the people and not just those upon the streets? He argued: "How are we going to help the poor?" He believed that with the ending of the Vietnam War the problem of funds will be mostly solved.

No Tax Rise

"We, the With the ending of the war in Vietnam, the government had to shave all into the people. (who worked for Hubert Humphrey during the primary summer), the tax savings which would result, plus the automatic urbanization in federal aid that comes from a growing economy within an increase in taxes, would mean that by 1972 there would be close to $30 billion of national discretionary spending without any rise in taxes.

Seeking New Identity

Harrington was elected chairman of the Socialist party shortly before the death of Norman Thomas last year. He said the party is a very small organization with no office holders anywhere in the United States. The party no longer must candidates for office. "The Socialist party has had to try to decide either to die quietly and secularly, or to try to become a kind of identity for itself," he said.

One of the reasons that he became a member of the party for the last few years he has been in the United States, to find a new identity for the Socialist party.

"Specifically, to face up to the fact that we are not an electoral party, that we are more like the Catholic Worker, who relate to mass political force," he said.

Socialist Strategy

His strategy for the Socialist party appears to stem from the same within the Democratic party."Our strategy is to work within the liberal wing of the Democratic party to help that wing take over the Democratic party," Harrington said.

Kennedy, Hunkie Named

When asked to identify members of this liberal wing, Harrington, "There are people like Teddy Kennedy, Edith Masse, the late Robert Kennedy and various Negro leaders. We fight with time against the Daley and Russell machines. We are trying to do the things that Kennedy sought with respect to the Democratic party as well as to attempt to take the people away from the Democratic party within the liberal wing of the Democratic party." Harrington said.

New Democratic Coalition

He is presently involved in the New Democratic Coalition which is an attempt to take the people who supported Robert Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy's candidacy and unite them in a National Coalition of Reformed Democrats who will challenge the old Democratic coalition in the Congressional races of 1970 and be a big force in the 1972 presidential elections.

The theory being that you can't have the Democratic party of reform every four years and then go back to sleep," he said.

Banner of Socialism

"The immediate goal of the Socialists is to build a new kind of Democratic party, he added. He said that they are working to build the banner of socialism.

A few weeks ago, Harrington contributed to Dissent and Commentary. His syndicated column is carried in 14 papers. He has been an associate editor of the Catholic Worker.

In the next issue of the Angelicus, Harrington will discuss the history of SDS and his philosophy of student dissent and revolt.
Two psychiatrists at the University of Virginia plan to use LSD in the treatment of severe prolonged bronchitis. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has given its permission for the drug to be used in the research.

The psychiatrists stated that often "childhood trauma" is a source of self-wrought bronchitis. They believe that LSD will bring a patient's childhood memories to light, thus enabling the doctors to treat the patient more effectively.

In Palo Alto, California, conservative Stanford University students chanted "Pigs off campus, pigs off campus!" The chant was directed at members of the SDS administration which had given its permission to the Miami Dade Homecoming Queen and her attendants to ride in the parade through the campus. The Miami Hurricane reported that the resignation of Dr. John Champion, President for the second time in his four-year tenure, was connected with growing disapproval from faculty and students of Dr. Champion's administration. Resignations by the Vice-Presidents of Academic and Administrative Affairs and several department heads preceded Dr. Champion's withdrawal.

Miami Dade Homecoming

Homcoming Week 1969 at MDJC featured many surprises which included the first Negro Homecoming Queen and the first "massacre" of administrative officials. The "massacre" was successful as members of the SGA shotganged the Dean of Student Personnel, the College Vice-President and the Director of Student Activities. The only unpleasant happening was an egg-throwing incident in which the homecoming queen and her attendants were pelted with eggs as they rode in the parade through the campus.

National Airlines Open

The general public is going to pay $6 a day to watch the Inaugural National Airlines Open. March 24-30 ($3 for practice rounds).

But college students are going to pay $3 ($1.50 for practice rounds).

Which is a nice deal when you consider all the putting worth $40,000. The Inaugural National Airlines Open.

For you, $3.
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Snell Views Germany:
Post-War Partition Fruit of Indecision

FDR's failure to come to any clear decision in planning Germany's future after the second world war resulted in its present partitioned status.

Dr. J. L. Snell, featured speaker at the Feb. 25 History Forum, discussed Roosevelt's role in dealing with the Allied powers of Great Britain and Russia.

For the first time, the Allies had the greatest opportunity for unity of opinion-war. Yet they could not agree on the years and policies, the most important of which was whether Germany would be de-centralized or dismembered.

There was a vast difference between these two policies, but the problem of their proper interpretation caused a definite decision to be slid over at the Yalta Conference in February.

Roosevelt played the artful dodger between the harsh policies endorsed by the American people and the more moderate proposals made by the State Department. A weakening of Germany into a partitioned, demilitarized state would lead to a stronger Communist threat in post-war Europe, the State Department had warned.

Yet, an unconditional surrender and economic paralysis of Germany following the war was much desired by the American people.

Tryouts for MEDEA

A Free Adaptation of Euripides' Play

TUES., MARCH 11 — 7 to 9:30 p.m.
WED., MARCH 12 — 5 to 6:30 p.m.
THURS., MARCH 13 — 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

IN THE AUDITORIUM

Directed by Arlene Moss

Give Your Room the New Look
Redecorate With Colorful Contact Paper

National Hardware & Paint Co.
9700 N.E. 2nd Avenue
Phone 758-3049
THE COMPLETE HARDWARE STORE
Full Line of Art Supplies

Tryouts for MEDEA

2 States Will Give Study Aid

Students from Pennsylvania and New Jersey now have additional scholarships available, according to financial aid officer, Col. T. R. Donahoe.

Details are available in the financial aid office in Thompson Hall.
Office hours are 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Barry campus; and Tuesday and Thursday, Biscayne campus.

Barry Tennis Courts Near April Completion

Construction will soon begin for six new tennis courts to be located east of North Miami Ave.

The courts should be completed in April by the time students return from Easter vacation.

 Classified Ads

New officers for Santa Rosa de Lima, Spanish Club, are President Maria L. Quesada, Vice-President Maria E. Perez, Secretary Matilde Lima, Spanish Club; are President Maria E. Perez, Secretary Matilde Lima, Spanish Club; are President Maria Tuma.

Armand, Treasurer Hilda Lopez.

Maria L. Quesada, Vice-President State Department had warned.

partitioned, demilitarized, state

cloth pocket or on a doily or hand

card for the college co-ed

Sportyten Casuals

for the college co-ed

Nationally Famous Bontiful Store 3-15 Janies Full line of Fashions

488 N. E. 125th Street
751-6954

STORE HOURS—9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

PLANNING A PARTY?
GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED
At Your
Campus Store
Thompson Hall
COLLEGE PETS

Greeting Cards
Apparel
Cosmetics
Paperbacks
Novelties
Desk Lamps
Jewelry
Rain Coats
Hobby
Religious Articles
Umbrellas

Come In and Browse Around . . .
You Are Always Welcome

C. U. at S. G. A.'s W. C.
March 22

McDonald's
55 N.W. 119th St.

McDonald's

Look for the Golden Arches where quality starts fresh...every day

McDonald's

Barry College
Box 36
Miami, Florida 33161
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